Embellishments of Minor 6 Type Chords

And minor 7 and major 6th, and try with all good-sounding chords on all good-sounding degrees in all good-sounding voicings.

Do in ascending and descending major and minor 3rd cycles.

Of min-maj7 types:

Or G♯

Do on middle strings

----- no embellishment -----
The *EMBEELLISHMENTS* of m6 type chords... and m7 and m9, 6th and... chords on all good sounding, degrees in all good sounding voicings.

Down in asc. & ped. maj. 3rd & 5th cycles.

of all types: Fm7, Gm7, Abm7, Bbm7, Ebm7, Cm7, Gm7, Dm7, Am7, Em7, F7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, F7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, A7, D7, G7, C7, 

Do on middle strings.